
NEW PEUGEOT RCZ 



A perfect combination of elegance and power, 
the New RCZ has evolved into a truly sleek and
exclusive vehicle. Keeping all the audacity it
demonstrated as a concept car, it has reinvented

its uniqueness with strength and subtlety. 
The New RCZ is the ultimate combination of
mechanical strength and sophistication.

FORCE AND DISTINCTION



STYLE AND SEDUCTION
The New RCZ adopts an even more dynamic and
distinctive style than its predecessor. Signature
LED lights complement  new shaped halogen
headlights – also available as an option in xenon,

self-levelling, directional format. A re-designed
front face complements the RCZ’s beautiful
double bubble roof and distinctive roof arches –
details you just won’t find on any other car.



The muscular rear bumper of the New RCZ is a
perfect companion to the sporting rear tailpipe
and active rear spoiler. More sporting credentials

are demonstrated by the RCZ GT’s stunning 19”
‘Technical’ alloy wheels.



PURITY AND EMOTION



In terms of handling, the New RCZ delivers
precision and driving pleasure of the highest level.
Immerse yourself in the New RCZ’s elite cabin and
feel its low centre of gravity give you more

responsive steering and satisfying control on
corners. An active rear spoiler also optimises
agility and strengthens downforce.

PRECISION AND AGILITY



The New RCZ interior perfectly matches its
sophisticated exterior. Stylish sport seats give the
feeling of being in perfect harmony with the car.
The stunning soft-touch steering wheel makes for
an easier and smoother ride and perfectly

positioned instruments enhance the sense of
control and comfort. This atmosphere is enhanced
by the sound quality of the acoustics, making the
comfort level remarkable.

FEELING AND COMFORT



Your journey begins at the moment you sit in the
refined cockpit of the New RCZ. The sleek and fluid
lines of the dashboard tie in beautifully with the
car’s sultry exterior and, on GT models,
leather trim accentuates the curves. 

Combine this with a fully interactive Peugeot
Connect Navigation (RT6) system*, a high-res 7”
screen, plus USB connection and Bluetooth and
you see the New RCZ’s indulgence levels rise.
* Optional Extra.

REFINEMENT AND PLEASURE



Sophistication is everything in the New RCZ. 
You’ll sit low on luxurious, comfortable seats in a
choice of trims. Cloth, half leather and leather

are available according to version.
Meticulous care and attention ensures that every
aspect of the New RCZ is of the highest standard. 

CONSIDERATION AND DETAIL



AESTHETICS AND SPACE

Aesthetic qualities are combined with practical
ones. Two back seats are perfect for the occasional
3rd or 4th passenger. Their carefully sculpted des-

ign is in harmony with the front seats, while the
double bubble roof accentuates the space availa-
ble. 



The boot of the New RCZ offers further practicality,
with a generous amount of space (384 litres), as
well as under floor storage, making it perfect for
weekends away. This can be further increased to
760 litres by folding down the rear seats. 
Meticulous care has been taken over the style and

finish of the boot. The side trims and boot floor are
carpeted and the luggage tie rings are in chrome. 

DESIGN AND VOLUME



The New RCZ uses a range of performance engines
offering torque, power, controlled fuel consumption
and surprisingly low CO2 emissions. 

SPORTS AND
PERFORMANCE

2.0 Litre HDi FAP 163 bhp 6 Speed Manual
This 1,997cm3 engine has maximum power of 
163 bhp at 4000 rpm and a maximum torque
of 320 Nm at 2,000 rpm. Combined consumption 
is 53.2 mpg and CO2 emissions are 135 g/km.

1.6 Litre THP 200 bhp 6 Speed Manual
This engine works perfectly with the car’s chassis.
With its maximum torque of 275 Nm at 1,700 rpm
and maximum power of 200 bhp at 5,800 rpm, the
New RCZ offers exhilarating acceleration: 0 – 62 mph
in 7.6 s, with fuel consumption of 42.1 mpg on a dual
cycle (155 g/km CO2). PE
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1.6 Litre THP 156 bhp 6 Speed Manual
This turbocharged direct petrol injection achieves 
a remarkable blend between performance (with a
torque of 240 Nm at 1,400 rpm and a maximum
power of 156 bhp at 6,000 rpm) and consumption
(44.1 mpg, 149 g/km CO2 with manual gearbox).

1.6 Litre THP 156 bhp 6 Speed Automatic
The same engine is available with a six-speed
sequential automatic gearbox (combined
consumption 38.6 mpg and CO2 emissions of 
168 g/km).



CONSUMPTION AND EMISSIONS

Transmission Urban Extra-Urban Combined C02 (g/km)

Petrol Engines

1.6L THP 200 bhp 6 speed manual 32.1 50.4 42.1 155

1.6L THP 156 bhp 6 speed manual 31.7 55.4 44.1 149

1.6L THP 156 bhp 6 speed automatic 27.4 51.3 38.6 168

Diesel Engines

2.0L HDi FAP 163 bhp 6 speed manual 41.5 62.7 53.2 135

The fuel consumption detailed in the table above corresponds to the values approved following European regulations, applicable to all manufacturers and all cars sold in Europe. These
values allow you to compare vehicles, and inform your choice:
- Urban consumption is obtained over an approximate 4km course of urban type driving.
- Extra-urban consumption is obtained over an approximate 7km course of extra-urban type driving.
- The combined fuel consumption is an average of two courses, over an approximate course of 11 km.

These values are obtained under strict test conditions (temperature, mass, characteristics of roller test bench, etc ...) and a very steady driving profile. The real traffic conditions, weather
conditions, driving style, tyre pressures, extensive use of air conditioning and/or heating, vehicle condition can lead to a variance of consumption different from those approved. 

Fuel Consumption (MPG)
Peugeot is a leading manufacturer of low-emission
vehicles* with more than half its global sales for
vehicles emitting less than 140g of CO2 per km.
This performance is based on proven technology:
the Diesel Particulate Filter. 

Launched in 2000, and now equipped in more
than 2.1 million vehicles, it reduces particle
emissions by 99.99%. Peugeot have also led the
way on other breakthrough technologies,
including Stop & Start and a new generation of
HDi engines.
* PSA European leader in terms of CO2 emissions, with an 
average of 122.9 grams of CO2 per km.

HDi FAP
The environmentally friendly diesel engine
combines HDi technology and a highly efficient
emission control system with a particulate filter. 
A self-cleaning device, it processes the gases
emitted from the combustion of diesel in the
engine. The filter helps to cut down diesel
particles, reducing them to the measurable limit
(0.004 g/km). 

PEUGEOT AND THE ENVIRONMENT



PEUGEOT CONNECT SOS*
Peugeot Connect SOS is now in use in most major
European countries including the UK. It is
technology that could prove vital in an emergency. 
In the event of a serious accident (measured by the
triggering of airbags), the system will contact the
appropriate emergency services automatically and
tell them the exact location of the vehicle. The
system can also be triggered manually by the driver
or passenger when, for example, an accident is
witnessed.
* Peugeot Connect SOS is available as an option on RCZ, subject to
terms and conditions, available at your Peugeot dealership.

Braking system and ESP ®
To maintain an optimal balance and
preserve driving pleasure in difficult
situations, the Peugeot RCZ has a
complete braking system that combines
several functions:
• ESP ® (Electronic Stability Program /

Dynamic Stability Control) with its
traction control system (ASR), which
acts on the brakes and engine control to
limit wheelspin in case of loss of grip.

• Dynamic Stability Control (CDS)
continuously compares stability
information to detect any incipient
understeer or oversteer. It then replaces,
within the laws of physics, the RCZ
on its initial trajectory.

• Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) helps
you to control any loss of traction
during emergency braking.

• The Electronic Brake Force Distribution
(EBFD) works wheel by wheel for greater
efficiency, particularly when braking in
curves.

• Emergency Brake Assist (EBA) increases
the effectiveness of braking
when necessary.

Intelligent Traction Control
This clever traction control system brings
a new feature to classic traction. It helps
to identify situations that could hinder
grip and the progress of the vehicle on icy
or snowy roads. In these situations, the
system of Intelligent Traction Control
replaces ASR to reduce wheelspin
and promote good traction. 

Enhanced Security
In keeping with the philosophy of the
Peugeot RCZ, many facilities are
available to provide you with maximum
security. In addition to handling, a
strong structure helps to withstand and
absorb the energy of frontal and side
impacts. 

Active Rear Spoiler
The New RCZ has an active rear spoiler,
which extends automatically as a
function of the vehicle’s speed or the
driver’s request and optimizes the flow of
air and improves downforce.

Airbags
The New RCZ is equipped with 4
airbags for a high level of driver and
passenger protection. 

SAFETY



The new RCZ meets all your requirements. Its
freedom of customisation is characterised by
a level of quality and finish that goes down to
the smallest of details. The use of high

quality, contemporary materials offers
multiple options to personalise and
makes the new RCZ an exclusive vehicle.

UNIQUE AND PERSONAL



Developed specifically for the new RCZ, this 
two-tone leather with a fine, smooth grain in
elegant grey-blue and black, echoes the elite
sporting world. Mistral black leather covers the
side portions of the seat while the Frisson
blue leather covers the inside and visually

enhances the appearance of the bucket seats. 
The dashboard covered with Frisson blue
leather and enhanced with aluminium inserts
creates a contemporary, elegant and stylish
interior. 
*Option. See price and specification guide for details. 

FRISSON BLUE/MISTRAL BLACK INTEGRAL LEATHER* 

TRIM



BLACK LEATHER & DARK GREY ALCANTARA*
*Option. See price and specification guide for details.

COHIBA BROWN LEATHER & MID-GREY ALCANTARA* 
*Option. See price and specification guide for details.

COHIBA BROWN/MISTRAL BLACK SIMPLE LEATHER*

This new two-tone leather combination creates a
harmonious contrast between the Cohiba
brown seat interior and the Mistral black base. 
*Option. See price and specification guide for details.



BLACK HALF LEATHER AND GREY/BLACK CLOTH*
*Option. See price and specification guide for details.

BLACK MARSTON CLOTH

MISTRAL BLACK INTEGRAL LEATHER*

Includes seats, dashboard and door panel
bands in the smooth, fine-grained Mistral integral

black leather, to reinforce the sporty and refined
beauty of New RCZ.



Nera black Pearl white Bistre Moroccan red

A range of solid, metallic and pearlescent colours*
are available to complement the style of your New RCZ.
* Solid paint is a no cost option. Metallic and pearlescent paints are extra cost
options. Refer to price and specification guide for detail.

COLOURS

CharcoalOpal white Mercury grey Dolphin blue



18” Original - silver 18” Original - dark grey 18” Original - spirit grey

19” Sortilège - silver 19” Solstice - matt black 19” Sortilège - matt black 19” Sortilège - midnight silver

19” Technical - hephaïs light grey 19’’ Technical - storm grey

19” Solstice - anthra grey

A range of optional alloy wheels are available
on RCZ. Stylish and sporty, 18” and 19” versions
are available. Refer to price and specification
guide for details. .

WHEELS

* Note: 18” options available on Sport. 19” options available on GT.

Optional brilliant black brake calipers add further style
to New RCZ

BRAKE CALIPERS

Three colours of arches are available to personalise New RCZ
- aluminium, champagne chrome or matt black. Refer to price
and specification guide for details. 

ARCHES



CARBON ROOF * 
Two styles of carbon roof are available on RCZ - satin black or
brilliant black. This distinctive material enriches the exclusive
technology of New RCZ.
*Optional

BODY TRANSFERS 
A choice of three body transfers are available as an option to
give even more individuality to New RCZ.

Express your individual style with a multitude of
personalisation options on New RCZ.

YOU CHOOSE...

DOOR MIRROR COVERS
Optional brilliant black door mirror covers help to further
customise New RCZ. 

FRONT GRILLE & LIGHTS
Optional brilliant black front grille and xenon headlamps offer
a different look to the front of New RCZ. 
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EXAMPLE 1 EXAMPLE 2 EXAMPLE 3

- Opal White
- Black arches
- 18” Original wheels 

- Nera Black
- Black pack 
- 19” Sortilège wheels (black)

- Bistre
- Champagne arches
- 19” Solstice wheels (black)

There are a host of option combinations on New
RCZ each offering a different look and intensity of
style.

1

2

EXAMPLES OF PERSONALISATION



EXAMPLE 1 EXAMPLE 2 EXAMPLE 3

- Mecury Grey 
- Lower body ‘RCZ’ transfer in grey 

and red 
- 19” ‘Technical’ alloy wheels 
- Black Pack 
- Vision Pack

- Charcoal 
- Body transfer in silver grey offset 

to the right over body and boot
- 19” ‘Sortilège’ alloy wheels

- Moroccan Red 
- Body transfer in black over central

bonnet and boot
- 19” ‘Sortilège’ alloy wheels
- Black Pack

3

A choice of body transfers can add a further touch
of individuality.

EXAMPLES OF PERSONALISATION

1

2



NETWORK AND SERVICES

This brochure is not a contractual document or offer of sale.
The details in this brochure cannot be reproduced without the expressed authorisation of Peugeot.
Issued by: Sales and Marketing Peugeot Motor Company plc Pinley House 2 Sunbeam Way Coventry CV3 1ND
For details of HM Forces tax-free military sales contact:
Peugeot Export, 615 Penistone Road, Sheffield, S6 2GA
Telephone: 0114 285 6181
Email: peugeot.export@peugeotmail.co.uk
www.export.peugeot.co.uk

PEUGEOT INSURANCE
Designed for Peugeot to offer tailored
cover at a competitive price. In the event of
an accident, a Peugeot Approved Accident
Repair Centre will repair your car, using
Peugeot original parts and offer a courtesy
car (subject to availability). Call Peugeot

Insurance for a quote on 
0870 0240 206 (8am-8pm weekdays,
9am-5pm Saturdays. Max call charge from
a BT landline is 8p/minute. Calls from
other networks may vary. Calls may be
recorded). Peugeot Insurance is
underwritten by UK Insurance Limited.

PEUGEOT ACCESSORIES
Peugeot Accessories are designed
specifically for each model meaning no
compromises on fit or function. In addition
they are tested to a rigourous standard for
complete confidence and peace of mind.

PEUGEOT AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Our website has details of Peugeot’s
environmental and recycling policies.

The information contained in this brochure
is based on the data and images available
at the time of printing. Some features may
not be available in the UK and some

photography may feature left hand drive
models. As part of a policy of continuous
specification improvement, Peugeot
reserves the right to modify specification,

options and colours at any time. For full
details ask your Peugeot Dealer, or click on
www.peugeot.co.uk. Print and
photographic processes used in this

brochure may alter the depth and tone of
the colours shown.

FOR YOUR PEACE OF MIND
MANUFACTURER WARRANTY
Any Peugeot RCZ first registered in the UK
and purchased from a UK Peugeot Dealer
will benefit from a 2 year unlimited
mileage manufacturer warranty and a free
optional additional year of warranty (up to
60,000 miles) provided by the Peugeot
Dealer Network. At the end of the 3 year
Warranty period (or after 60,000 miles)
you have the option to purchase a
Peugeot Platinum Extended Warranty.
Our cars also come with a 12 Year Anti-
Perforation and 3 Year Paint Warranty (6
and 2 years on vans). For full terms and
conditions on all of these, please contact
your Peugeot Dealer.

PEUGEOT ASSISTANCE
All new Peugeots come with
12 months of Peugeot Assistance - our
breakdown assistance service . This covers
all incidents involving vehicle based faults
for you and anyone else driving your car
with your permission. It is available 24/7,
365 days a year.
Peugeot Assistance includes European
cover, homestart, roadside assistance,
vehicle recovery and a free replacement
car or accommodation if required. It can
be extended for a further 12 months, or
24months, and to protect you against
non-vehicle faults (such as punctures) at
specially discounted rates, by calling 0870
752 7050.

PEUGEOT SERVICE CARE
Please refer to the maintenance book for
details of the service intervals for RCZ and
the specifics of vehicles operating in
arduous conditions.

FINANCE - LET THE SPECIALISTS HELP
Peugeot Financial Services offer a range of
flexible finance plans to make owning a
new Peugeot easy. As specialists, we will
provide choice, convenience and flexibility.
Written quotations are available on
request from Peugeot Financial Services,
Quadrant House, Princess Way, Redhill
RH1 1QA. Over 18s only, a guarantee
may be required.

FURTHER INFORMATION

ABOUT THIS BROCHURE 

When you choose Peugeot, you have the reassurance of knowing that your vehicle has been designed and built to give you years of worry free
motoring. As a Peugeot owner, you can also rely on the customer care services of your Dealer. This will ensure that you’re talking to a
specialist who’ll listen to you, understand your problems and respond efficiently - someone who also has the expertise to maintain your
Peugeot correctly, using trained technicians, Peugeot Diagnostic Equipment and Peugeot Original parts.

A range of additional products are available, as
options or accessories,  to accentuate the uniqueness
of New RCZ.

Note: Some products are standard on GT level of New
RCZ. Refer to price and specification guide or ask
your Peugeot dealer for details.

Further details of New RCZ are available via our website or from your Peugeot dealership.

www.peugeot.co.uk

ACCESSORIES

Soft touch sports steering wheel Sports gear lever Carpet mats Door mirror covers 

Protective cover Protection strips Trunk mat and wedges Bike rack 
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